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Abstract—The existing information system (IS) developments methods are not met the requirements to resolve the security related (IS) problems and they fail to provide a successful integration of security and systems engineering during all development process stages. Hence, the security should be considered during the whole software development process and identified with the requirements specification. This paper aims to propose an integrated security and IS engineering approach in all software development process stages by using i* language. This proposed framework categorizes into three separate parts: modelling business environment part, modelling information technology system part and modelling IS security part. Booking hotel room management process is used as a case study to validate the proposed framework. The results show that considering security IS goals in the whole system development process can have a positive influence on system implementation and better meet business expectations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information system (IS) has been used almost in all aspect of human society, such as military, health science, telecommunication companies, e-commerce etc. Since using the IS has been arise, the concept of security to secure these systems requires to be arise. Because many systems may contain a private data to be available only to authorized people, the security concepts have to be added into the IS. For example, booking hotel rooms order management process contains the customers’ personal information and their credit card information and thus this system must to be secured to save the customers’ privacy.

The security is considered as a non-functional requirement by the software engineering [1]. Although, the non-functional requirement introduces the quality features, it represents the constraints, such as authorized and unauthorized accesses where the systems must be operated [2], [3]. Therefore, the security requirements must be defined after identifying the system. However, there are several challenges to have a better support for the security engineering. Firstly, the security requirements are commonly complicated to be analyzed and modelled. There is one main problem in analyzing the non-functional requirements which is the requirement of separate the functional and non-functional requirements while the non-functional requirements could be related to one or set of the functional requirements at the same time. However, when the non-functional requirements are stated separately from the functional requirements, the correspondence between them cannot be seen easily. Secondly, the IS developers may have lack knowledge to develop and model a secure system [4], [5].

The security has to be considered through all business development process and identified with the requirements specification. If the security only considers in the certain stages of the development process, the security requirements will conflict within the system functional requirements. Therefore, the security requires to be taken into account within the functional requirement during the system development stages in order to limit the conflict cases and that can be done by defining them in the early stages of the system development and trying to overcome them. However, when the security only adds in the late stages of the system developments, the chance of having more conflicts could be increased and it may require a lot of money to overcome them.

Literature shows that there are many commercial methods, such as ITBPM, OCTAVE, CRAMM, EBIOS, MEHARI, etc available to IT security officers in the organizations to be used to perform the risk analysis of the security problems and define the security solutions [6]–[8]. However, these existing methods of the IS developments are not met the requirements to resolve the security related IS problems and they fail to provide a successful integration security during all development process stages.

Thus, we propose an integrated security and IS engineering approach in the all development process stages by using i* language. There are four stages of the software developments to have a secure IS in our proposed framework approach: (1) early requirements stage, (2) late requirements stage, (3) architectural design stage and (4) details design stage. Booking hotel room management process has been used as a case study in order to validate our proposed framework. The results show that considering security IS goals in the whole system development process can have a positive influence on system implementation and better meet the business expectations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II describes the related work of modeling secure IS; section III presents our proposed framework approach; section IV describes the proposed framework validation with the help of a case study; and the conclusion and future research directions are presented in section V.
II. RELATED WORK

Literature shows that there are only a few approaches considered the security requirements as a primary part of all software development processes. For example, in [1], the authors applied the process oriented approach to represent the security requirement as harmonious goals and used them throughout the software system development. This non-functional requirements proposed framework is represented and used the security requirements as the classes of the non-functional requirements and it permits the system developers to consider the design decisions which are related into the represented non-functional requirements.

In [9], the authors proposed an approach to reuse the existing descriptions of the business process to analyze the security requirements and derive the essential security measures. This proposed approach contained four major steps: (1) identifying the general security objectives of the business process, (2) examining the constructs security objectives, such as actors, (3) examining whether these specifications are consistent or not, and (4) creating the list of the essential security measures for every business process component.

In [7] and [10], the authors proposed the requirements engineering approach to model and map the IS security goals at the early stage of the software development process in the context of the alignment between the business and IS. These approaches contain five major steps: (1) identifying organization environments, (2) derivation of information security goals, (3) detecting security requirements from goals, (4) detecting constraint and security requirements, and (5) analyzing risks at the architectural level.

In [11], the extension of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) which calls UMLsec was proposed to contain the model of the security features, such as access control and confidentiality. There are four different UML diagrams used in [11]: (1) class diagrams to guarantee that exchanging of data obeys the security levels, (2) state chart diagrams to avoid the indirect information flow from the high to low values with the object, (3) interaction diagrams to guarantee the accuracy of the important security interactions between the objects and (4) deployment diagrams to guarantee that the physical layer can meet the security requirement on communication. Moreover, in [12] the UML was extended to model security and the authors presented the security modelling language called the SecureUML. The authors described how the UML could be used to identify the access control related information in the whole application design and used this information to create a complete access control infrastructures automatically.

In [5], the authors adapted the use cases to propose an abuse case model which used to capture and analyze the security requirements. This model identified as the specification of complete interaction type between the system and one or set of actors and this interaction can negatively affect the system. The misuse case concept which describes the non allowed function by the system defined in [13]. Furthermore, the mis-actor concept defined as someone who accidentally or intentionally starts the misuse case. In this approach, the security is considered by analyzing the security related misuse case.

In [14], the obstacle concept was used in the KAOS framework to capture undesired system properties, identify and relate the security requirements into other system requirements. There are two set of techniques which bases on the temporal logic formalization utilized because of obstacle goals satisfaction and requirements.

All of pervious mentioned approaches above provide the first step to integrate the security concept within the software engineering and they are useful in modelling security requirements. However, these approaches has some drawbacks since they only have a guide about how can the security handled during the certain stage of software development process. For example, the approach in [11] is applicable throughout the design stage while the approach in [5] is used throughout the early requirements analysis. Hence, we will propose a security approach covering all software development process which can help limiting the conflict cases by defining them at the early stage in the system development and trying to overcome them. Table 1 summarizes the literature of existing software development process stages.

### Table I: Related Work of Existing Software Development Process Stages [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Early Requirement</th>
<th>Late Requirement</th>
<th>Architecture Design</th>
<th>Detail Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

There are many IS security problems happened when the origination assets require to be protected from the threats and attacks. However, it is a complex task to protect organization assets since the business environment has been changed rapidly. The business organizations contain complex business structures that are evaluated and updated within the customer structures and demands which consist of processes, models, strategies and set of activities which work together to achieve the business goals. To better alignment between IS and business, the IS security problems have to be addressed by managing the security in the form of defining, analyzing, modelling and mapping the IS attacks and identifying the suitable security requirements in order to respond to these attacks in four different IS development stages: early requirements stage, late requirements stage, architecture design stage and detail design stage.
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Fig. 1. Proposed framework approach

Fig. 2. Modelling information system (IS) security level
This paper aims to present a requirement engineering-based approach for the business and IS analysts to better understand the security problems and define their associated security goals and detecting the security requirements and constraints from the goals. We have categorized our proposed framework into three separate parts: modelling business environment part, modelling information technology system part and modelling information system security part as shown in figure 1. Part 1 divides into two levels: the business decision level and the business process modelling level where each level is made up of four business components. The business decision level consists of the business goals, the business rules, the rules measurement and the business rules analysis. The business process modelling level consists of the role model, the process events, the decision model and process monitoring.

Part 2 consists of the system behaviour, the business process, the system behaviour analysis, and the use case. Part 1 and 2 are not in the scope of this paper and for more details please refer to [20].

Part 3 describes how to define, model and analyze the attacks on the IS and business organization as the security is the major element in IS for this proposed approach scope. It identifies the qualities expected from IS, such as reliability, safety, usability and etc. Part 3 is divided into four different IS development stages: early requirements, late requirements, architecture design and detail design stages as shown in figure 2.

The early requirements stage focuses on understanding the problems by studying the setting of existing organizations. In this stage, the business environments and assets are identified and the IS security goals and constraints are derived. Therefore, the organization model is the output of this stage. However, the late requirements stage focuses on modelling the “to-be” security model by adding and analyzing the security requirement and constraints. Furthermore, the architectural design stage focuses on defining the system global architecture, such as mobile agent and client and server in subsystems that interconnect to each other throughout the data and control flows. Next, the existing actors are divided into sub-actors and the security goals are delegated as the second level in this stage.

The detail design stage focuses on defining the architecture elements that has been defined in the previous stages in more details in inputs, outputs, controls and security aspects by using the UML sequence diagram for the agent interaction diagram [21].

IV. CASE STUDY

To validate this proposed framework approach, booking hotel room management process is used as the case study where the systems’ goal is to implement the process of booking the hotel room automatically in order to save the customer’s time and reduce the number of staff which will, in turn, have a positive effect on company revenue. The SDM is used to model the internal relationships between actors. The SDM is a component where every node represents an actor and every link between two nodes shows that one actor is dependent on the other actor. It also provides a description of the external relationships between the actors. The aim of the SDM is to provide indications about why the business process is organized in a certain way. However, it cannot adequately support the exploration, suggestion and evaluation of other solutions for the process, which the SRM can do [10].

The SRM is used to support and describe why actors can have different ways to organize their work, such as a different configuration for Strategic Dependency networks. SRM has four main nodes: goal, soft goal, resource and task, and two main links which are mean-ends links and task decomposition links. These are used to model the internal relationships between actors. This model can systematically explore possible new business process designs [18], [22].

A. Early Requirements Stage

The early requirements stage focuses on understanding the problems by studying the setting of existing organizations. There are two main levels in this stage. In the first level, the business environments and assets are identified while the IS security goals and constraints are derived in the second level. In other words, level 1 is where the business processes can be modelled by using the i* language and thus the security requirements can be linked within it whereas level 2 defines the information system security goals and how to link them within the business processes. Therefore, the organization model is the output of this stage.

A.1. Defining the Business Environment and Assets Step

Figure 3, using the i* diagram, shows that the booking hotel room management process contains several activities. It consists of six different organizational actors: “customers”, “head office”, “reservation department”, “administration office”, “database” and “account office”. There are four different kinds of dependencies between the actors: the business goal dependency, the soft goal dependency, the task dependency and the resources dependency. There are seven different business goal dependency categories in our case study: (1) “Place Booking” supports the customers to place their booking order with the head office actor, (2) “Manage Customer Claim” defines how the customers can lodge a claim with the administration office, (3) “Make Payment” supports the customer in making the payment to the account office, (4) “Check Availability” checks that there is an available room in the hotel database, (5) “Update” enables the company’s database to be updated after booking any rooms types, (6) “Manage Finance” helps the administration office to manage the finance on the account office department, (7) “Confirm Payment” confirms that the account office has received the customers payment after the booking service is processed.

Soft goal dependency is quite different to hard goal dependency. The soft goals refer to goals where there are no...
straightforward criteria to decide whether the condition has been met or not. The task dependency is used when any activities are performed by the organizational actors. For example, there is one task dependency in our case study: “Structure Calculations” which is done by the head office actor for the reservation department actor. The resource dependency is used to describe the dependencies between different organizational actors. For example, there are three resource dependencies in our case study. The head office actor is dependent on certain resources, such as it has to provide the “technical plans” and “models” to the reservation department actor and the reservation department actor has to provide an “estimate” to its customers.

A.2. Deriving Information System Security Goals and Constraints Step

After deciding which business processes need to be implemented and all business process assets are defined, the IS security goals need to be derived and defined in order to protect the proposed business process assets. The literature shows that several methodologies can be used to protect the business process assets, such as availability, secrecy and integrity [23]. “Availability” indicates the usability and accessibility of the business process assets upon a request from the business authorities. “Secrecy”, which is also referred to as “confidentiality”, identifies the neither information which will not be disclosed nor will it be available to unauthorized entities, authorities, processes or individuals. “Integrity” identifies the completeness and accuracy of the business process assets.
After defining the business process, the IS security goals have to be inserted into the business process. At this level, the IS security goals confirm the definition of the organization’s soft goals in the \( i^* \) language. The literature on requirements engineering shows that it is easy to map IS security goals into business requirements \[3\], \[12\]. Figure 4 shows our case study’s soft goals, such as secrecy measurement which is the soft goals for estimating. These security goals show how the business process and sensitive information about customers is secured. For instance, the secrecy measurement security goal contributes to the customers’ trust and confidence, and the availability model security goal contributes to the company’s confidence. In addition, the security goals may be represented as security dependencies in some cases when the actors indicate security issues rather than the companies’ soft goals. A new actor, called electronic System “eSys”, is introduced in order to satisfy the reliability of the hotel’s structure and define the stakeholders who have security concerns in our case study.

B. Late Requirements Stage

The functional, non-functional and security requirements of the system “to-be” are described at the late requirements stage. The “to-be” system introduces one or a set of actors that have a set of dependencies with other organizational actors identified in the early requirements stage. Thus, the late requirements stage focuses on modelling the “to-be” security model by adding and analyzing the security requirements and constraints.

In our case study, the main aim of the hotel is to improve the customers’ trust and confidence and assist the reservation department to provide good service and the account office to confirm the customers’ payments. Therefore, the hotel system depends on the eSys to have an automatic service and thus the eSys introduces as a new actor in our case study and analyses by using the same concepts used to analyze other actors in our case study. Any goals which cannot be met by the system’s actors or can be met in a better way by the eSys are assigned to the eSys actor.

The main goal of the eSys is to automate services in order to satisfy these dependencies between actors. Several sub-goals must be met, as shown in figure 5, to fulfill the automatic service goal in the eSys as follows: “structure calculation”, “provide customer information” and “estimate tools use”. Every sub-goal can be further analyzed by employing mean end analysis. For instance, the “estimate tools use” goal is met in the fulfillment of the “record technical plan”, “estimate technical plan”, “update technical plan” and “validate technical plan” sub-goals.

From a security point of view, there are three major security goals which need to be considered by the eSys: integrity, privacy and availability. These security goals are shown in figure 5 as “keep data integrity”, “keep data privacy” and “keep data available”. Furthermore, the eSys has to satisfy the “share information only if customer accepts” security goal. These security goals can be satisfied by three major goals: “ensure data integrity”, “ensure data privacy” and “ensure data availability” respectively while the “keep data privacy” security goal is also fulfilled by the “block system access” goal.

These three major goals are divided into different tasks and sub-goals. For example, the “ensure data integrity” goal is divided into “check data integrity” task which can be achieved by considering the “use authorization code message” and the “use digital signature” tasks. Moreover, the “ensure data privacy” goal is divided into three different tasks: “encrypt data”, “decrypt data”, and “access control” which can be achieved by performing the “check password” task, and “ensure customer accept” sub-goal. In addition, the “ensure data availability” goal is achieved by considering two different tasks: “recovery” and “backup procedure”.

\[\text{Fig. 5. Late requirements stage}\]
C. Architectural Design Stage

There are two main steps in the architectural design stage. At the first level, the system’s global architecture, such as the mobile agent and the client/server, is defined in subsystems which interconnect to each other throughout the data and control flows. Thus, the Architectural Style Selection Diagram (ASSD) proposed in [24] is used to model these architecture styles and system security requirements and goals. For further information on how to select the best architecture style, refer to [24], as this is not within the scope of this research. At the second level, the existing actors are divided into sub-actors and the security goals are delegated.

C.2. Dividing Existing Actors into Sub-Actors and Delegating Security Goal Level

After evaluating different architecture styles and selecting one of them, the existing actors are divided into sub-actors and the security goals are delegated. The eSys actor is decomposed to the internal actors and the responsibility for fulfilling the eSys goals is delegated to these internal actors, as shown in figure 6. For example, the “ensure data availability” and “ensure data privacy” goals are delegated to the “availability manager” and “privacy manager” internal actors, respectively. Furthermore, the “ensure data integrity” goal is delegated to the “integrity manager” and “integrity verification manager” is delegated to the “check data integrity” task, whereas the “access control” goal is delegated to “access control manager”.

The “block system access” goal is delegated to the “system access manager” actor while the “acceptance manager” and “customer broker” actors are introduced into the eSys actor in order to satisfy the security goals of obtaining customer information together in the “share information only if the customer accepts”. In addition, the “structure calculation” goal is delegated to the “structure calculation manager”.

Finally, “validate technical plan”, “record technical plan”, “estimate technical plan” and “update technical plan” goals are delegated to the “technical plan validate manager”, the “technical plan record manager”, the “technical plan estimate manager” and the “technical plan update manager” actors, respectively.

D. Detail Design Stage

The detail design stage focuses on defining the architecture elements that have been defined in the previous stages in more detail in relation to inputs, outputs, controls and security. In other words, the system developers identify the actors’ interactions in detail throughout the detail design stage, taking the security-related aspects derived from previous stages into account. In this stage, the UML sequence diagram is used to model the agent interaction between the system actors, as shown in figure 7 [25], [26]. This diagram illustrates the interactions with arrow lines between the customer, head office, administration office, eSys System, privacy manager, access control manager, database and reservation department actors which are graphically shown by the rectangles at the top of diagram.

The customers place their booking with head office and then the payment is checked. If the payment is accepted, the booking is accepted. Otherwise, the booking order is cancelled. The security rules which are similar to the business rules as defined by the UML are introduced. These security rules are placed on notes and attached to the related actor interactions. Next, the administration office sends the eSys access request to the eSys system and then the incoming request is decrypted with the aid of the privacy manager. At the next step, after providing the authorization information, this authorization information is checked to ensure that it is valid, and authorization clearance is provided. Otherwise, authorization clearance is rejected.

![Fig. 6. Dividing existing actors into sub-actors and delegating security goal level](image)

The eSys system sends the eSys access reply to the administration office. The eSys access request is accepted if the authorization clearance is provided. Otherwise, the eSys access request is rejected. After accepting the customer’s
payment, the order is progressed by checking the rooms’ availability in the database. If there is any room available, the booking is managed and the booking confirmation is sent to the customer.

V. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Security can play a crucial role in business processes and e-commerce. However, the literature shows that it is quite challenging to add security into business processes for several reasons. Firstly, the integration of security into a developed business process is not very well understood. Secondly, security properties are complicated and error-prone when integrated by hand. Furthermore, the lack of experience of IS developers can lead to security leaks. Therefore, IS developers need to have concrete guidelines and appropriate tools to develop secure applications.

Security must be considered throughout the entire business development process and requirements specifications should be identified. In this paper, we present an integrated security and IS engineering approach throughout all the software development process stages by using the i* language. We have divided our proposed framework into three separate parts: modelling the business environment, modelling the information technology system and modelling the information system security.

Modelling IS security consists of four major stages: (1) early requirements stage; (2) late requirements stage; (3) architectural design stage; and (4) details design stage. At the early requirements stage, the business environment and assets are identified and the IS security goals and constraints are derived, whereas at the late requirements stage, the “to-be” security model is modelled by adding and analyzing the security requirements and constraints. Furthermore, at the architectural design stage, the existing actors are divided into sub-actors and the security goals are delegated while at the detail design stage, the architecture elements are defined in more detail by using the UML sequence diagram for the agent interaction diagram.

![Fig. 7. Sequence diagram for agent interaction diagram](image)

Booking hotel room management process was used as a case study in order to validate our proposed framework. The results show that considering security IS goals in the whole system development process can have a positive influence on system implementation and better meet business expectations.

Two major implications can be derived from the study for IS developers and business organizations. First, for developers, the study shows how system security goals can be derived from the business environment and defined during the whole system development process which leads an improved system. Second, for the business organization, it can increase customer confidence and trust which can lead to an increase the hotels’ profit. However, the paper has one limitation; we only tested our proposed framework on one business process. Thus, in the future, it could be possible to test our framework with more than one business process in different business sectors.
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